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Sage CRM Solutions Awards 2010
“We approached empath-e because we
believed they could deliver a diﬃcult
project, under challenging time constraints
and within a set budget. We changed the
parameters on numerous occasions and still
they rose to the demands of the project.
They have ended up delivering the goods
where two previous suppliers failed...and
that deserves high praise indeed.”
Jens Anderson
O.W. Bunker & Trading A/S
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Summary of work:
To devise, integrate, implement, complete, deliver and maintain a
bespoke, multi-functional CRM system to a discerning client.

Main challenges:
A client disillusioned by previous CRM business partners and
prepared to make one last attempt at CRM success. Competition by
major players; a demanding, constantly evolving speciﬁcation;
unforeseen technical issues; distance logistics – to name but a few.

Timescales:
Six months from initial consultation to design, development and
implementation. An ongoing maintenance contract with further
design and development planned to maximise client performance
and productivity.

Result:
An outstanding success story on behalf of O.W. Bunker. A client
delighted with empath-e’s product, performance and ongoing
commitment to the continued and future success of this worldleading bunker supplier to the international marine industry.
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1.0 Contact details:
Company and contact details:
Sage account number:

00558948

Company name:

empath-e Limited

Contact name:

Mike Spragg

Telephone:

07900 888715 / 0845 1368445

Email:

mike.spragg@empath-e.com

Website address:

www.empath-e.com

Your customer’s company and contact details:
Company name:

O.W. Bunker & Trading A/S

Contact name:

Jens Andersen

Nature of the Business: Oil Bunkering
Telephone:

+45 99 318 321

Email:

jcan@owbunker.dk

Website address:

www.wristgroup.dk & www.owbunker.com

Would the customer be prepared to become a Sage CRM Solutions case study?
Yes, already approached and they are happy to do so.
Staﬀ Involved:
Mike Spragg

Project Engineer (empath-e)

Adam Travers

Support Engineer (empath-e)

Jens Andersen

Project Manager (OW Bunker)

Mark Dykun

Integration Engineer (Bittelligent)

We have entered this customer into both categories
as we believe that they ﬁt both criteria!
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2.0 Outline and Background
empath-e in action – how the contract was won
May 2009 – the situation
O.W. Bunker is one of the world's largest bunker suppliers to the international marine industry.
The company had been with the BDE Group, a major Sage reseller, and with a Denmark-based
business partner before this. Both projects had failed in their planning and rollout phases.
The company needed a new business partner to implement the Sage CRM system that was already
in place but failing to deliver – the users would not use it or it was not performing to the standard
required in many areas.
Having spent circa £400,000 with Sage and their two previous business partners, the company
was prepared to give it one more shot – or shelve the whole project. Their approach was
understandably cautious, with empath-e being one of three candidates called in by Project
Manager, Jens Andersen.

Action Plan
To devise and implement the optimum CRM solution, we devised a failproof strategy:
Know your client
O.W. Bunker is a big ﬁsh. It is part of the Wrist Group, a group company that holds three similar
businesses and is owned by the private equity ﬁrm, Altor. The group turnover was $8.4 billion
with a proﬁt of $51.5 million. O.W. Bunker alone constitutes $3 billion.
Know your capabilities
Although empath-e was relatively new into business, our combined expertise is considerable.
We knew we had the experience to compete with seasoned rivals, but what would turn the tide
in our favour?...
Our USP
Living up to our logo – a piece of a jigsaw – we would understand O.W.Bunker's individual needs
and ﬁt the CRM puzzle together for them using a highly innovative, cost-eﬀective solution
tailored to their individual requirements.
Preparation and presentation - a perfect pitch in just 6 days
With a sound understanding of our potential client's position, needs and how we could help
them, we met Jens Andersen face-to-face on the 26th of May, just six days after he ﬁrst
contacted us.
Rapport was instantaneous as Jens had run a small business himself. He made it quite clear that
he was looking for a company that would deliver on a technical basis – from quotation to
implementation, completion and beyond.
Firstly, we presented him with case studies of empath-e solutions in action –irrefutable proof
that we could do for O.W. Bunker what we had done for other companies. We then discussed
how we would manage the project – time to introduce our Unique Selling Point...
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2.0 Outline and Background
A pre-project proposal – the empath-e USP...
To dedicate a whole week to analysing their current system and reviewing the project speciﬁcation
documents. As a chargeable exercise, this convinced Jens that we meant business. Mutual
conﬁdence had been established and the meeting ended positively.
June 2009 – one down and one to go
With one of the contenders already out of the race, how did empath-e clinch the deal?

The deciding factor – delivering the pre-project proposal
Conditions and objectives:
1. Outline of the timeline and the entire costs for the project.
2. Presented in the form of a minimum and a maximum, with a bonus paid for bringing the project
in on time and at the minimum.
If we did not achieve this, we could not exceed the maximum without incurring contractual
penalties.
More big ticks for empath-e
As an interim measure, we also analysed their existing system and provided several 'quick wins' by
proving that the other work was not up to scratch. As this conﬁrmed Jens' suspicions, this worked
heavily in our favour.
Sourcing the right support – a multi-national partnership
This project required a level of integration support best provided by Mark Dykun, Integration
Engineer for Bittelligent, in Canada. Having used him before, and with the same ethos and work
ethics as us, we knew he would deliver. And he did.

July 2009 – empath-e wins the contract
Proposal submitted: 7th July. Winner announced: 22nd July.
At last, after ﬁfteen days of a decision-in-the-balance, Jens Andersen conﬁrmed that empath-e had
won the contract. The big ﬁsh was almost in the bag, but not quite...
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2.0 Outline and Background
Signing on the dotted line
Contracts are never simple and this one conformed to type:
•

120 pages and 16 appendices of Danish Law – safely navigated

•

Liability to pay 10% of costs if the project failed – agreed to; although the project had
a twice-over history of failure, this was oﬀset by our conﬁdence in our 100% success
track record

•

8 revisions before terms could be agreed by both parties – a good business partnership
demands a rock-solid foundation

Gold star references
empath-e received glowing support from two clients:
•

Mentor Graphics: a144 user system for the European arm of a US-based multinational
corporation dealing in electronic design automation (EDA) for electrical engineering and
electronics

•

Syscap: 115 users in London for this largest independent UK provider of IT ﬁnance and leasing

August 2009 – the project commences
•

Commercial terms signed on both sides and the project oﬃcially commenced.

•

Delivery scheduled for December 2009 – minimum, or April 2010 – maximum.
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3.0 The challenge
Understanding oil bunkering – fuelling international shipping
Oil bunkering is the use of oil tankers and barges to deliver oil and oil by-products to speciﬁc
locations throughout the world. Vast quantities are ordered and delivered to the 25 bunkers owned
and operated by O.W. Bunker. Customers such as cruise and oil shipping lines buy and refuel their
vessels from these distribution bunkers.
The whole supply chain is managed by O.W. Bunker, from supply through to the hedging of oil
costs, risk management and all ﬁnancial considerations.
The money involved in this supply and purchase is vast and credit checks are paramount for
delivery.

Oil bunkering management – the basics
SalesLogix is used to enable the 160 sales people and support staﬀ worldwide to provide accurate
quotations to customers and suppliers/vendors.
Each quote contains details of the customer, all ports involved in the journey, the products involved
and the suppliers.
The system is integrated with Navision for accounting and Lloyds Register to update the port/vessel
details.
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3.0 The challenge
Working with the client – planning makes perfect
There is a world of diﬀerence between working for or with a client. By working with O.W. Bunker we
tailored our expertise to their exact, constantly evolving speciﬁcation – just as we had promised in
our pre-project proposal.
The process – hands-on from the start
•

A 'test' release was devised and loaded on their system for checking and feedback

•

22 test releases took place to realise the ideal solution, with the client providing a rolling
feedback of items they found

•

Repeated testing saves time and hassle by avoiding the need to deliver the whole system in one
hit and the delays incurred by having to re-work items

•

That's testing each unit individually – analysing and redoing according to client speciﬁcation as
laid out in a 147-page document. A further 53 pages were dedicated to Navision integration,
and 51 for integration with Lloyds.

It doesn't get more bespoke than this
Every screen had to match their exacting standards to the last letter. Even when advised otherwise,
the speciﬁcation had to be adhered to. This led to the custom-design and implementation of
controls and security methods completely alien to SalesLogix.
The pressure is on
empath-e: 1 Supplier Change Request
O.W. Bunker: numerous change requests plus 8 speciﬁcation changes
Dedication pays oﬀ
Despite the pressure of constant revisions, tailoring the system reached a successful conclusion.
Belief in the project's worth, our client's willingness to add to their speciﬁcation paid for scope
creep, and, above all, the mutual desire for the project to succeed made it do just that.
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3.0 The challenge
Implementation and completion
Phase 1 – August – November 2009
Challenge
Finishing the existing CRM system database – incomplete in content and function (the result of
BDE Group's demise).
Solution
Taking only 4 months to change the schema to match requirements; removing everything from the
previous business partners.
Result
Ready to introduce the new bespoke functionality.

Phase 2 – end of November 2009
Challenge
Working with the client to implement the new functionality.
Solution
All forms updated or created. Completion of the Application to client approval.
Result
Over 1200 defects or 'items requiring attention' resolved.

Phase 3 – countdown to Christmas and project completion
Challenge
Overcoming distance and other work schedule logistics.
Solution
Mike Spragg, empath-e, UK, Mark Dykun, Bittelligent, Canada, and Jens Andersen, O.W. Bunker, met
up in Denmark in the run-up to Christmas to discuss integration and work ﬂow.
Mark starts the ﬁnal phase: outlining requirements, the objects needed and items required to form
a 'pluggable' integration module.
Mike Spragg completed some of the application areas.
By making it extensible, we could utilise the same integration to perform the work required to
integrate with Lloyds. Result!
Result
An easing of pressure as the project begins to come alive.
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3.0 The challenge
Delivering customer service - 1
Mid-December – Acceptance Test 1
The ﬁrst of two, acting as escape hatches for the client if they felt that the application failed. If this
happened, we would have to refund 10% of the fee.
Challenge
In the run-up to this test, the reporting engine was not operating the quote function properly.
Solution
In close collaboration with Mimi Dolan, R&D Senior Director of Sage/Scottsdale, a solution was
deployed at the eleventh hour.
Result
Acceptance Test 1 passed with ﬂying colours.

Phase 4 – integrating Navision
Challenge
Create a bi-direction link to Navision dealing with items such as:
•

linking credit terms and values

•

creating sales order numbers

•

transferring completed quotes

•

retrieving updates for uploading to SalesLogix in semi real-time

•

transmitting customer detail updates

•

linking to Lloyds to update vessel/port details

Solution
empath-e worked closely with Mark Dykun and Jens Andersen to deliver an outstanding
integration engine. Written in C#, the application is called by SalesLogix as a managed object in
asynchronous mode i.e. if it fails because of a fault with Navision, then SalesLogix would continue
without failure.
Technically complex, it took applied teamwork to ensure smooth rollout with delivery via SLX's own
.NET delivery module.
Mark Dykun excelled, adapting a UK timescale to his Canadian schedule, frequently starting at 6am
his time and not ﬁnishing until gone 2am.
Result
Full Navision integration achieved.
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3.0 The challenge
Delivering customer service - 2
March 2010 – Acceptance Test 2
Challenge
With project rollout going to plan, there were no obvious issues to resolve, but empath-e had to
ﬂex existing customers' needs around O.W. Bunker's massive project. With a 10% refund still
applicable on test failure, there was much at stake.
Solution
All personal plans were put on hold to accommodate the imminent test.
Result
100% self-sacriﬁce paid oﬀ as the test was passed with ﬂying colours.

Delivering customer service - 3
March – May 2010 – integration 'red alert' solved by empath-e
Challenge
With integration delivered and testing well underway, empath-e detected a major ﬂaw with
Navision's speciﬁcation. Jens Andersen remained unconvinced.
Solution
After consultation with Navision developers, it was conﬁrmed that the integration would not work
as planned. The necessary modiﬁcations were devised and actioned and the system has worked
ﬂawlessly ever since.
Result
Thanks to empath-e's expertise, a major ﬂaw had been prevented from becoming an extremely
serious and expensive issue.

Delivering customer service - 4
June 2010 – integration issues solved internationally
Challenge
Further issues with integration were detected, as could be expected in a project this large.
With time running out and Acceptance Test 3 looming, the logistics of a heads-together were tricky
with empath-e in the UK, Jens Andersen in Denmark, and Mark Dykun in Canada.
Solution
A meeting was scheduled in Toronto in which Mark and Jens ﬁnalised the few remaining issues.
Result
A client once again delighted at empath-e's ability to make things happen, providing tangible
results through practical activities, quickly and easily, despite the distances involved.
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3.0 The challenge
August 2010 – maintaining high standards
Challenge
SalesLogix v7.5.3 was released with our client in the midst of an anticipated rollout to more users.
empath-e did not want to rollout the system only to have to upgrade it a few weeks/months later as
this is counterproductive and we felt it would not create a good impression to the users.
Solution
Further discussions convinced our client that the best way forward was to test and install the
system as soon as possible. During a weekend we applied and tested the changes on our
development system, tested it through major functionality and released it to the client's test
system.
Result
O.W. Bunker continued to be impressed at empath-e's reaction and turnaround times.
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4.0 Innovation through experience
June 2010 and beyond – from acceptance to production
With the system accepted, empath-e had triumphed over strong competition from major players to
provide a bespoke CRM function to O.W. Bunker's exact speciﬁcation.

An alliance of equals
Whilst supplying a strong speciﬁcation framework in which to work, O.W. Bunker always welcomed
the beneﬁt of empath-e's experience and expertise at every stage. This positive partnership has
helped realise the full potential of a tailor-made CRM system, overcoming a whole range of issues
such as:
• altering the SalesLogix security model to handle O.W. Bunker's internal methods: each form
analyses the users' team membership, enabling/disabling certain features
• making the mail-merge processes much faster
• handling .NET Components: implements credit check requirements
• providing HTML encoded templates for email handling: boosts content-rich emails to
customers, a function which the former mailmerge engine could not deliver

Fine-tuning for optimum performance
A short phase of post-prototype adjustments is now in progress. The system has been released to
several groups of users who are giving feedback on the operational side.

The consensus is that the system fulﬁls all requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

stores all customer, vendor and broker information
creates and emails full quotations direct to the customer
enforces strict credit limits
provides rating and segmentation for marketing purposes
integrates with Navision for credit-checking enforcement
integrates with Lloyds MIU for vessel and port information
provides historical sales and purchase invoices
adheres to security principles
provides automated quote delivery and lead handling mechanisms
utilises Task Centre from Orbis to perform email automation, monitors the synchronisation
engine provided by Bittelligent and will be expanded for other functions as they are discovered.

An ongoing commitment
•
•

Concep Global integration for digital marketing
event management implementation for greater eﬃciency

Project overview
•

Over 3000 hours expended to date

•

Further changes being made on a weekly basis

•

Above all – a client delighted with empath-e's product, performance and ongoing commitment
to the continued and future success of O.W. Bunker as a world-leading bunker supplier to the
international marine industry.
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5.0 Facts and ﬁgures
SalesLogix:

v7.5.3

Users:

160

Platform:

SQL Server 2005 on Windows 2003 via Citrix

Virtualisation:

VMWare ESX

Integration:

Navision
Lloyds MIU

Integration Platform:

Designed by empath-e/Bittelligent

Automation:

TaskCentre by Orbis Software

Business Intelligence:

TargIT

Major areas of SalesLogix used:
•
•
•
•

accounts
contacts
opportunity – quotes/tickets
claims

Integration for greater ﬂexibility
SalesLogix is integrated with:
Navision – to source credit information and account details:
• quotes dealt with for order processing/invoicing
• Sales & Purchase invoice details easily viewed by the relevant people
• Task Centre gives a 2-second turnaround of information to send out quotes (much faster than
SLX's mailmerge engine). Any issues come back into SalesLogix as tickets to be processed swiftly
for the required action.
Lloyds MIU – to support ports and vessels, receiving constant updates regarding:
• current location in the world
• navigation issues, opening times etc.
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6.0 Screen shots
Account Screen

Comprehensive information is kept per customer/vendor
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6.0 Screen shots

This view shows the integration detail from Navision

Vessel Integration

Information regarding each vessel is available – this information comes from the Lloyds MIU Integration
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6.0 Screen shots

Each vessel/port can be linked through – to track it via Lloyds MIU
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6.0 Screen shots
Port Integration

Port information – this is used within quotes and comes from Lloyds MIU Integration

Again, links provided to Lloyds
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6.0 Screen shots
Opportunity / Quote
As you would expect, these are quite complex – given the information needed to compose a quote.

However, we provide a “Quick Quote” entry screen – where most items are defaulted where
possible. This makes the production of a quote very simple.
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6.0 Screen shots
Tickets/Claims
We redesigned the email interface to enable full HTML email template support. This enables OW
Bunker to setup as many templates as they need and “tokens” are replaced with the information
found for this ticket/claim.

The same was achieved for quote templates – although, this time Crystal Reports was used instead.
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6.0 Screen shots
Integration
The integration service is controlled via XML ﬁles – these form the basis of “pluggable” interfaces
whereby control is passed to the integration module based on service timers or via command line
as required.

In the future, should further integration be required then we can simply add to the manifest and
engine as required.
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